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About This Content

The complete soundtrack – 25 tracks in total – from Deadly Premonition: The Director's Cut. Just the thing you need to go with
your coffee and sandwich!

Track listing:

1. Shadow
2. Raincoat Killer

3. Thomas Maclaine
4. George Woodman

5. Forrest Kaysen
6. Big Red Kaysen

7. Greenvale
8. Greenvale (with vocals)

9. FBI Special Agent
10. York and Zach

11. Goddess
12. The Woods and The Goddess

13. The Woods and The Goddess (Special Version)
14. Miss Stiletto Heels (Full Version)

15. Miss Stiletto Heels (A Capella Version)
16. Miss Stiletto Heels (Piano Solo)
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17. Miss Stiletto Heels (Gramophone Version)
18. Red Tree

19. Red Tree (Ambient Version)
20. Emergency

21. Comic Relief
22. Life Is Beautiful

23. Underground
24. After The Rain

25. Amazing Grace (with vocals)
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Title: Deadly Premonition: The Director's Cut - Original Soundtrack
Genre: Action, Adventure
Release Date: 29 Oct, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: n/a

Processor: n/a

Graphics: n/a

Storage: 98 MB available space

Sound Card: n/a

Additional Notes: n/a
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A fun game, it didn't seem to take off in the USA but it is very enjoyable if you like crime genre thrillers. It is a third person
shooter however that is very straight forward in its delivery. Overall I would it was nice and I found myself on the edge of my
seat when the storyline hit it's second chapter.. The complete soundtrack doesn't include every song in the game
hmmmm. The best soundtrack of all time.
Would whistle and play guitar to again 10\/10 SWERY I love you.. Literally bought this for "Life is Beautiful" After listening to
just a tiny clip of this song, I'll be whistling this all god damn day. I love it. Another favorite is "FBI special agent" But of course
they're all great. Listening to it now.. and my day has just started.. Ever get the need to drink coffee, read a great story, shave,
eat a strawberry & cereal turkey sandwich, get rained on by demon hounds, deliver a crazy kitchen pot lady to her house, win a
dart tournament, fish up bullets and evidence in a waterfall, find a barbell named Arnold, steal a gun from a dog, pay 35 dollars
for crackers, talk to a dead guy, and get told ghost stories by a rock star. Then you'll love this game's great story about the
metaphoric symbolism of sadist and masochistic relationships within the Tom & Jerry cartoon and the game's great characters.
Requires a mod to get past certain points in the game, it also helps a lot to run in compatibility mode for Windows 98 for less
crashes. I want you to buy this game so Swery65 has more money to travel to foreign countries and post pictures on his
instagram of him drinking their beers.. OK. Even the soundtrack is like Twin Peaks, - just like the show, they use about 4-5 of
the same tracks over and over for nearly every scene, even though the soundtrack contains loads more.... I LOVE IT.. Why did I
have to reinstall this buggy port to gain access to this amazing OST?
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One of those soundtracks that might don't fit anywhere except in the game they came from, and in those very specific moments.
Every song has its context and place. Listening to it without playing the game won't give you the same feeling, with the probable
exception of Life is Beautiful (whistle theme) and The Woods and the Goddess, both fo which are downright amazing by
themselves.
It's hard to recommend a soundtrack for this price, BUT if you liked the game you most likely know it's a good sountrack
already.

Warning: Listening to this soundtrack while drinking coffee with milk may suddenly make the letters FK appear in the coffee. It
never fails!
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